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Chapter 6

Upside-Down Policy
The U.S. Debate on the Use ofForce
and the Case ofBosnia
Susan L. Woodward

THE FIRST USE OF FORCE by NATO in its fifty-year history oc
curred in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in March-June, 1999. The rea
son, according to U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and her colleagues
such as NATO Secretary General Javier Solana and British Foreigil Secretary
Robin Cook, was the lesson of Bosnia. Without a willingness to use military
force in support of human rights andiiumanitarian principles, the world was
not safe for Western values and diplomacy was ineffective. But the massive
bombing campaign unleashed on March 24 took eleven weeks to succeed in
obtaining the consent , of Yugoslav President Slobodan MiloSevid to NATO’s
terms: a withdrawal of Yugoslav security forces—armed forces and police—
from its province of Kosovo and their unopposed replacement with an inter
national security force under United Nations (UN) authority and NATO
command. Although America’s NATO alhes had determined by the previous
October, 1998, that ground troops were needed to halt the Kosovo crisis—
particularly the refugee and humanitarian emergency provoked by the war
between the Kosovo Liberation Army and Yugoslav forces over the province’s
pohtical status—the United States was unwilling to commit groimd troops.

The only choice—given the lesson drawn from the war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina—was to bomb.
The following analysis, written in September, 1997, forecast the June, 1998,
NATO decision to issue a threat of force, through aerial bombing, and the
inadequate response to the Kosovo conflict, where one year later, almost to
the day, 60,000 NATO troops were deployed for the foreseeable future. A
fundamental principle of political science is that decision outcomes are deter'*‘*^ynined by the way the agenda of choices gets defined. The debate on U.S. for
eign policy toward the Yugoslav crisis, beginning no later than the fall of 1991
when the secession of Slovenia and Croatia had led to war, became defined as
a question of whether to use military force. Eventually, if these are the only
alternatives—whether or not to use military force—force will be used. But to
use military force has consequences, including long delays while the interagency
tug of war works its way toward the president. The lesson of Bosnia, and later
of Kosovo, is that these consequences do not necessarily make for an effective
''^5\i.rcsponse or lead to global stability.
To its critics, U.S. policy toward Bosnia can be represented by two, now
classic, quotations. One is the exchange at a 1993 cabinet meeting early in the
first Clinton administration when the U.S. representative to the United Na
tions, later secretary of state, Madeleine Albright, asked the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin Powell, a Bush appointee, “What’s the point
of having this superb military that you’re always talking about if we can’t use
it?”^ The other is attributed to Colin Powell the year before, during the Bush
administration. When challenged to justify why the United States was not in
tervening militarily in Bosnia, particularly after the recent success of Opera
tion Desert Storm in the Persian Gulf, he is reported to have said, ‘We don’t
do mountains.”
The war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1992-95, was the bloodiest, thus far,
of the wars ofYugoslav succession that began in 1991 with the secession of two
federal units, Slovenia and Croatia. Thanks to the spin of the Bush administra
tion, the war came to symbolize European,failure. But neither the Bush nor
the Clinton administrations could brush off public outrage at the carnage or
the demands for action-from highly mobilized lobbying groups on behalf of
Bosnian Muslims, making the Bosnian war the most.persistent emblem of
presidential failure in foreign policy in the new world emerging after the Cold
War. Why then was the failure to prevent and act in Bosnia blamed on the U.S.
military?
The war in Croatia in summer-fall, 1991, could have been stopped in its
earliest stages, critics insist, by sending in interposition forces, but the United
States refused to play. At first argtung that no European force could deploy
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unless it were NATO, it then refused American participation. Without Ameri
can military participation at the time (only months after Opeihtion Desert
Storm)—the British continued to argue in the West European Union (WEU)
as late as September, 1991—Europeans did not have the resources to go it alone.
The peace plan for Bosnia and Herzegovina, ready in January, 1993, failed, it is
said, because the Americans were unwilling to contribute ground troops to its
implementation. Only in July-October, 1995, did that war end, the conven
tional wisdom now holds, when the United States reversed course: leading a
bombing raid on Bosnian Serbs, committing American soldiers and command
ing officers to an implementation force for a peace settlement, and restoring
badly damaged international credibility with military power.^ (So strongly
implanted did this conventional wisdom become that it led directly to the
decision to threaten Slobodan MUoSevid with bombing over Kosovo, and then
to follow through on the mistaken interpretation of the role that bombing
played in Bosnia in 1995.)
From 1992 to the summer of1995, the fear of a Viemam-like quagmire among>^
the senior officer corps of the United States military was said to be driving
policy.^ Honor restored in the Persian Gulfpermitted consideration of air power
and its far lower vulnerability to casualties.^ Transferring its experience in deal
ing with the internal aftermath in Iraq (“ethnic” or “religious” conflicts) to
Bosnia, beginning in the fall of 1992, the United States then led the United
Nations Security Council in imposing a no-fly zone over Bosnia, helped en
force six safe areas (repeating the safe havens for Kurds in northern Iraq) with
air power, apd air-dropped hiunanitarian relief But the experience in Somalia
in the spring of 1993 reinforced the U.S. military’s allergy to ground commit
ment in such conflicts. Until U.S. troops could be sent under conditions of
consent by the parties to implement a peace, they would not go. Even then the
model of success became Haiti: in and out quickly and emphasizing police,
not soldiers.
The policy reversal on Bosnia in 1995 did not end the struggle, however.
Despite military success in the Dayton implementation, the same issues were
raised again in regard to Kosovo, the province of Serbia that became the next
war ofYugoslav succession, in 1998, and the next battleground over American
■willingness to commit military force in the post-Cold War era. Between late
1997 and spring, 1999, policy debate over Kosovo focused almost entirely over
what were called the lessons of Bosnia. These were said to be: force should not
be the last resort but be used early in a conflict, and diplomacy must be backed
by the threkt of force. And just as in the debate over Bosnia and Herzegovina,
critics of American policy aimed their fire at the president’s weakness and the
Pentagon’s obstruction. This time, however, the critics won. So powerful was
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the conventional wisdom on Bosnia, in fact, that the NATO powers, under
British and American leadership, issued a threat of bombing many months
before diplomatic negotiations even began. At the same time, the reluctance
to use force remained and those who opposed its use remained sufficiently
strong to delay its use for another nine months when the issue of NATO credibility, not the diplomatic process, forced their hand.
'"^'Ihe experience of Bosnia and Herzegovina, of Croatia before it and Kosovo
after, does raise the most difficult questions for the United States about the use
of military force by the president in the post-Cold War era. These questions
carmot be answered, however, by starting with the instrument ofmilitary power.
This analysis of the Bosnian case suggests a different lesson for future conflicts:
’the debate on the use of force has been a trap preventing effective pohcy.

The Trap
Throughout the decade of the Yugoslav crisis, 1990-99, American policy to
ward the Balkans was characterizedj)y interagency and mterbjanch conflict over
the use of force. Playeb and agencies changed positions, but at the core of this
conflict on the executive side has been a confrontation between State and De
fense, with the National Security Coimcil changing sides depending on the
advisor’s position on the use of mihtary force. To the extent that the president
was drawn into this fight at all, and it is notable how protected both Presi
dents Bush and Clinton were from this battle, criticism of the president for
lack of leadership focused on the use of mihtary force—to stop the Yugoslav
army at Vukovar or Dubrovnik in Croatia in 1991, to halt and even reverse eth
nic cleansing and gross violations of international hmnanitarian law in the
atrocities, concentration camps, and rapes in Bosnia in 1992, to protect the six
Bosnian safe areas in 1993-95, to force rehef through to Sarajevo and endan
gered enclaves, to bomb the Serbs all the way to Belgrade, and in 1995-98, to
arrest indicted war criminals and protert returning refugees. Even the long series
of hearings on the use of force in the post-Cold War period held by the House
Armed Services Committee in late winter-spring of 1993 was motivated by and
focused almost entirely on the case of Bosnia.
The military^s,d#nsftagainst tftgse criticisrns, made by commanders on the
ground as well as by military analysts, forms one of two sets of lessons in the
accumulating conventional wisdom on Bosnia’|Mihtary force is an instrument
of pohtical leadership; without sufficient pohtical wiU and clarity of purpose,
the use of mihtary force wih fah^eU us what to do, they say, and we’h do it,
but give us a dear pohtical objective^he problem of international action to"ward violence in Bosnia was a lack of pohtical, not mihtary, wULlThis caU for
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clarity of purpose came not only from the American military but also from
commanders in the United Nations mission in 1992-95 and analysts of its
failures.®
■ The other set of lessons was voiced by the diplomatic community and the
critics of mihtary inaction in Bosnia. They arguedTHattRere iFno’dffective chplomacy without the threat of force. Without the threat of enforcement, inter
national law and principles are worthless. Without the willingness to use force,
“rogue states” and “rogue leaders” wih be imdeterred and wih prohferate as
the primary threat to international peace and security in the post-Cold War
era. Only bombing the Bosnian Serbs brought them to the bargaining table to
sign a peace,® and without American leadership, war would stiU be raging in
the Balkans.
These two camps are in fact talking past each other, with the role of the
president apparently reduced to mediator. But taken together these two les
sons have terrifying implications for the United States and for global peace.
There are two reasons why, one having to do with the end of the Cold War,
and the other with the characteristics of ethnonationalist conflicts that Bosnia
exempfifies.
The end of the Cold War meant the end of restrictions on the use ofAmeri
can military power. As the sole remaining superpower, all eyes looked to the
United States for leadership and resources. The restraint or excuse not to act
that came from the threat of Soviet response was gone. Even the vilified Soviet
veto had been useful as a limiting device, as contrasted with the willingness of
Russia to cooperate with US. aims—in exchange, of course, for payoffs in aid
and recognition as a major power. The international role of the United States
also changed, from defender of the free world ^d its principles to an unlim
ited guardian of global order and morality. As has been aU too commonly rec
ognized, this leaves the United States with no criteria for intervention, no
ideology to define national interest, no clear basis for making choices among
the many occasions calling for external action. The task of the president in
defining when and why the United States should contemplate the use of force
and commit its troops is infinitely more difficult. The mihtary’s demand for
political leadership is far more important, and the task of the president in sell
ing policy—to explain to the “mother in Peoria” and to persuade the Congress—
is far greater because nothing can be taken for granted. New arguments must
be devised and precedents calculated.
The experience of conflicts like Bosnia since 1989 suggests that the end of
the Cold War should have made this task ofpresidential leadership easier. Huge
areas of the globe, particvilarly in Africa and in areas bordering spheres of So
viet or American interests, such as Central America, the Horn of Africa, the
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Balkans, or Central Asia, are no longer of strategic significance to the United
States. In former Secretary of State James Baker’s famous remark on Bosnia,
“we have no dog in that fight.” But in fact, the consequences ofAmerican aban
donment in 1989-91 of states that had been its Cold War clients, such as Liberia
or Yugoslavia, were to make matters much worse and to bring opprobrium on
the United States or require its action when the costs and risks, including the
necessity of using force, were much greater than they would have been had
action occurred early in these conflias. Abandonment turns out not to have
been the best policy, and its consequences have strengthened the assessment
that the United States does not yet know how to calculate iK national mterests
effectively and, further, n;ay therefore be unrehable.
This new category ofpost-Cold War conflict— cases' bf no strategic interest
to the United States that be^ domestically—have generally earned the label
of ethnic conflict. Their primary characteristics, however, are that they begin
as domestic conflicts, receive little attention in prevention stages because they
are not strategically important, and evolve toward conflict over persons and
territory (ethnpnationalist, if you will) that have international consequences.
other words, it is only when they become violent and threaten to spill over
•rders, create humanitarian and refugee crises, or violate international humitarian law that action is contemplated. Although the parties at conflict
may be differentiated ethnically or religiously, the essence ofthe conflia is state
collapse. Following the two criteria of Weber’s classic definition of the state,
the government is no longer able to enforce its will over all of its defined terri
tory and people, and it has lost its monopoly over the legitimate use of vio
lence. Proliferating arms, paramilitary gangs, and armies; rebellious or
secessionist regions; efforts to expel or eradicate some social groups with force;
and criminal and gang warfare are the consequence and the conditions facing
the international community when it must decide whether to aa. Even if it
chooses to intervene on humanitarian grounds alone, such as in Somaha and
in Bosnia, the problem it faces is not the delivery of relief but violence and the
security needs of international rehef workers. The question of intervention—
at the point when action is contemplated—cannot be separated from the need
to use force, but the very clarity of purpose and pohtical direction that the
military require are tmhkely to be forthcoming in such cases. As former secre
tary of defense in the Bush administration, Elchard Cheney, revealingly said
about Bosnia in a TV interview in October, 1993, nine months after leaving
office, “No one could ever define a clear-cut mission.”^
As was revealed so clearly in the case of Kosovo, the lessons being drawn
from Bosnia are terrifying, in other words, because they say that there are no
obvious reasons why the United States should not act but also no developed
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justifications for why it should; that when such action is permissible and thus
likely to occur, it will almost inevitably require the use of force; and that there
fore, if action is to occur, American leadership and military participation are
likely to be necessary.
®
Is there any way out of this trap other than the growing cynicism toward
the coming era? For some the only solution is triage, choosing to limit America’s
battles and admitting that many will not be helped, but for others this cyni
cism (which is likely to grow under a policy of triage) is bound to eat away at
the moral basis ofAmerican global leadership as it is currently defined. Because
legitimacy reduces the need to use force, the second possibility would be truly
counterproductive.

Strategic Calculation
The experience of Bosnia suggests that this trap comes from how wt» dffinp
TH£5SS5..s£iflt£g£ptiQajaod Ameriganjeadership^ American policy towards
Bosnia begins with its poficy toward the disintegration of Yugoslavia, which
was the necessary (though not sufficient) precondition of war in Bosnia. Al
though a serious analysis of the Yugoslav crisis cannot ignore the role of the
United States in 1981—89, the critical moment for the discussion here came in
1989.. Then the disintegration of Yugoslavia began to loom as likely unless
outsiders weighed in to support the federal government and non-nationalist
forces or to engage actively in preventing the process of dissolution from turn
ing terribly violent, as diplomats in the field and intelligence agencies began to
warn was likely.
As the Cold War patron ofYugoslavia, its independence ofMoscow, and its
mihtary role in NATO’s containment poficy, the United States was the critical
actor. European reintegration, the fear of being left out in the cold that moti
vated all of eastern and central European political events in the late 1980s, and
above all Slovene moves toward independence gave Europe substantial inde
pendent leverage over the Yugoslav conflict, but the determining influence was
the decision of the United States that it had no national interest in the outcornc in Yugoslavia, that because of developments in the Soviet Union, Yugo
slavia was no longer strategically important to the United States and its postwar
aUiances. Commumcated tb the Yugoslav federal government as early as 1987,
and repeated when a new ambassador, Warren Zimmermann, presented his
credentials in March, 1989, this poficy change took on significance in 1990 af
ter the ruling communist party fell apart irretrievably and the Slovene republic
headed for independence. IfYugoslavia were no longer strategically significant,
then it was not worth risking American fives to save it. In February, 1990,
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Deputy Secretary ofState Lawrence Eagleburger said publicly in Belgrade that
if Slovenia chose to leave, “the United States... would have no choice except
to live with it,”® and in November, 1990, at a NATO stimmit, the Bush ad
ministration vetoed NATO action on the grounds that Yugoslavia was “out
of area.”
In principle, this decision could simply have opened up opportunities for
other countries and organizations to act in Yugoslavia. A dominant theme in
Washington beginning in 1991, heard loudest in Congress but shared by the
executive branch under Bush, was that Yugoslavia was a European problem.
In fact, however, the decision reflected the Bush administration policy to re
tain NATO, and American dominance, as the preeminent Eiuropean security
organization after the Cold War, and thus to prevent others from acting in
Yugoslavia who might challenge NATO’s role. Not only did the United States,
together with the Soviet Union, veto action by the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) at its summit in November, 1990, on the
grounds that the Yugoslav conflict was an internal affair. It also prevented the
Western European Union (WEU) from acting on a plan to deploy a WEU
interposition force in the event of violence that its secretary general, Willem
van Eeklen, ordered drawn up in December, 1990. And it made sure that a
French proposal to deploy the EuroCorps—to fill the vacuum of a United States
retreating from Europe built on a core of French and German troops—as in
terposition forces in Croatia in July, 1991, got nowhere, despite a declaration
in support of this idea at the G-7 siunmit in July.
Critics of the view that the United States was influential at this stage in block
ing active European efforts to stem the moimting violence in Yugoslavia cite
the fact that Germany was still constitutionally prohibited from deploying
troops, including in such a EuroCorps, and that Britain actively opposed mihtary intervention, including at a decisive debate over the matter at a WEU sum
mit in September, 1991. But Franco-German discussions about a European
defense identity in the lead up to the Maastricht Treaty that would commit the
EU to a common foreign and security policy (Title 5), as well as growing FrancoBritish defense cooperation and the interest of many smaller European states
such as the Dutch and the Belgians in such proposals, were only delayed by
the American wet blanket, to the detriment of Yugoslavs. The overriding rea
son that Britain opposed WEU action is that it did not then have the necessary
military assets to act without American military participation.®
The American decision that the fate ofYugoslavia was not strategically signifi
cant did not prevent the administration from attempting to influence the path
of the crisis. In December, 1990, the U.S. ambassador began a series of warn
ings to the Yugoslav federal army not to follow through on its threats to act in
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the domestic crisis when the minister of defense was attempting to use his
constitutional authority, in the vacuum created by a nine-month-long election
process to install a new collective presidency, to stop the covert actions of
Slovene and Croatian leaderships to form and equip independent armies in
preparation for leaving. American warnings were repeated in January, 1991,
when the new Yugoslav collective presidency (chosen after republican elections
held during 1990) added its legitimacy to the army’s warnings and attempted
to regain control over the proliferating paramilitary organizations in Croatia
because of the violence growing in that republic since August, 1990. While
acting on the view that the federal prime minister, his government, and his
reform policies were too weak to support,^® the United States supported the
European faction that would not entertain negotiation of Yugoslavia’s disso
lution and new borders because it still opposed the country’s breakup (even
after Slovenia and Croatia aimotmced their independence and the Dutch presi
dency of the Eli explicitly proposed such negotiations in Jifly). And yet by the
end ofJune, 1991, Deputy Secretary of State Eagleburger and Secretary of State
Baker were publicly defining the moves by the Yugoslav army to preserve the
coxmtry’s territorial integrity against thcSlovene assertion of independence by
taking over customs posts and border crossings as Serbian aggression. Even
while insisting that the country not break apart, that this was an internal mat
ter and that Slovene and Croat independence should not be recognized* they
accused the army of cross-border aggression against Slovenia and then Croatia,
as if the tvyd were already independent states, the federal government did not
exist, and the army were overnight a Serbian army.
From then on, western policy toward Yugoslavia was trapped in a vicious
circle: outsiders, led by the United States, defined the conflict in terms of the
(illegitimate) use of force by the Yugoslav army, but they would not themselves
use force to stop it. The strategic calculation had been turned on its head: be
cause the United States would not contribute troops, would not allow NATO
to act without it, and obstructed others from acting militarily outside ofNATO,
the Yugoslav conflict could not be easily viewed in terms oiEuropean scainty.
The United States reversed its position on CSCE engagement, but only after
war had begun, when CSCE crisis instruntents were of no avail. Intervention
became firatned in terms ofwhat the United States and its European allies would
not do, ironically reinforcing a tendency to see the conflict in military terms.
Means, not ends, drove calculation of strategic interest and appropriate policy.
Having prevented transatlantic or European military action early on in the
Yugoslav dissolution, the United States then retreated and left the field to or
ganizations imsuited to war—the European Union^ the CSCE, and a United
Nations still botmd by the American (and Soviet) judgment that this was
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an internal affair governed by rules of sovereignty. Moreover, the decision of
several Western allies—Austria, Canada, Britain, and France—to take the case
to the UN Security Council in August, 1991, had the unintended consequence
of reinforcing this American poUcy, for the Yugoslav federal army in late Au
gust was reassessing its goal of defending a country that had clearly collapsed.
In deciding instead to draw and defend the borders of a new, rump Yugosla
via, the general staff apparently rehed on its internal appraisal of American
post-Cold War behavior: viewing the Persian Gulf intervention as an
“instrumentalization” of the United Nations for American strategic interests,
they assessed a very low probabihty that' the United States would then inter
vene militarily in Yugoslavia.^^
V

Does Diplomacy Meed Die Threat of Force?
»

The decision not to commit military assets left: the field to diplomacy, without
force. Contrary to the view that European Community (EC) efforts to negoti
ate a peace settlement in Yugoslavia (they opened a peace conference at The
Hague on September 7,1991, under the chairmanship ofLord Peter Carrington)
were fated to fail because there was no will to impose a setdement, the confer
ence actually failed because its peace proposal treated the conflict in isolation
from the separate actions ofEU member states toward the main parties at war.
For the federal army, the Serbian govermnent, and those Croatian Serbs hving
in border areas, the peace proposal refused even to consider the one issue that
mattered: where the border between an independent Croatia and an indepen
dent Serbia (or rump Yugoslavia) would be drawn. The borders of the new
states had to remain as they were, and all those who now found themselves to
be a natioiial minority in a foreign state had no choice but to adjust to their
new status. For the Slovene and Croatian governments, the European Com
munity members were in disagreement, and both repubhcs had gained enough
powerful supporters for their positions (led by Germany and Austria but soon
gaining Italy as well) that they did not have to compromise. The Slovenes suc
cessfully refused any common links among the successor states, such as the
proposed customs union, and the Croats refused any special status for Serbs
or reconsideration of the border. In other words, the EU conference wanted
to impose a settlement against the will of those who held predominant mihtary power without using military force because of a prior American decision.
At the same time, they could not obtain concessions from those who were at a
disadvantage in the military balance because they had skillfully exploited this
disadvantage to obtain the decisive EU diplomatic support. The hope for a
negotiated settlement of the conflict as an alternative to force was kept alive
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only through the success of former US. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, as
special envoy for UN Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar. Vance negotiated a
cease-fire between Croatia and the federal army that met the conditions for
deploying fbreign troops in Croatia xmder a United Nations mandate, with a
fairly standard peacekeeping mission, and permitted negotiations over the fu
ture of this contested territory to continue.^^
This lesson of the complex relationship between political negotiations and
a credible threat of force was lost on the United States, which repeated the
same mistakes within months in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
'With the collapse of the commimist party in Yugoslavia in January, 1990,
the vacuum was filled in Bosnia and Herzegovina by ethnonationally defined
political parties. By November, they had captured voter loyalty in the first
multiparty elections. There is no way to know whether that loyalty would have
become stable or been replaced in time by parties based on economic interest
and social stams, as are coftimon throughout the rest ofEurope, east and west,
ifYugoslavia itselfhad not collapsed as a result ofnationalist rhetoric and claims
for separate statehood on the basis ofnational self-determination by politicians
in its republics (primarily in Slovenia, Croatia, and Serbia, the three wealthier
northern republics). The creation of two nation-states, Slovenia and Croatia,
out of this disscSlving Yugoslavia, and the efforts of Serbia to do the same left
tri-national B6snia in an untenable position. Negotiations in the months prior
to Slovene and; Croatian secession on Jime 25,1991, between the presidents of
its neighboring repubhcs, Croatia and Serbia, had aimed at preventing war
between them over Bosnia—where Croats and Serbs were two of the three
constitutionally recognized nations (meaning, with legal rights to self-deter
mination)—by partitioning the republic between them. Like the Sikhs in
Punjab after the partition of India and Pakistan, this would leave people from
the third constituent-nation-Muslims—who comprised 44 percent of the
population ofBosnia in 1991, to seek minority rights in an independent Croatia
or Serbia (or, as became a more likely option in the first months after the
breakup, in a rump Yugoslavia of Serbia, Montenegro, Macedonia, and Bosnia,
without Croats).,
The European Community conference at The Hague aimed to prevent,these
scenarios (and precedent elsewhere) by insisting that the borders of the repub
lics offormer Yugoslavia were the sovereign borders ofindependent states and
could not be changed. The EC solution for Bosnia and Herzegovina, there
fore, was to get the three ruling parties, 6ach representing one of the three
nations of Bosnia (but note that more than 18 percent voted for non-national
parties, giving them 31 seats in the parhament), to agree to Bosnian indepen
dence by negotiating a constitutional pact in which the three would share
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power. Two events preempted these talks,’begun at Lisbon in February, 1992.
First, on the recommendation of an arbitration commission set up for the
Yugoslav case, the European Community also obliged the Bosnian leadership
to hold a voters’ referendum on independence and then accepted a majoritarian
result. Ninety percent of those voting said yes, but over 90 percent of one of
the three nations (Serbs) refused to vote, because they opposed independence
but knew their votes (maximum 33 percent) would lose under majoritarian
voting rules. Three days after the referendum polls closed, on March 4,, the
president of the Muslim party who held the rotating chair of a seven-person
collective presidency announced Bosnian independence and gave the Serbs a
casus belli. Nonetheless, EC negotiations continued on an internal agreement
until the second event. Angered at German leadership in the Croatian case,
U.S. Secretary of State Bafer began in March to pressure its European allies to
recognize Bosnian independence immediately—so as to retake American lead
ership. His success, on April 6-7, removed any leverage over the parties to
continue negotiations.
Although the Bush administration gave the argument that Germany had
made for Croatia, that recognition would prevent war, it had not been true for
the Croatian war; German support had, in fact, encouraged Croatia to fight,
and recognition came after Vance’s cease-fire had been agreed. The argument
would not hold for Bosnia, either. This act repeated the mistakes of the EC
conference. It attempted to impose an outcome that one of the three political
parties in Bosnia (the Serbs) had publicly threatened would lead to war and
that by April was publicly opposed by two of the three parties (Croats as well
as Serbs), without being willing, in advance, to commit the mihtary means to
impose. The decision also did not have, any more than did Carrington, the
power of a united external front against attempts by any one of the three
Bosnian parties to veto the plan. But now the unwillingness to use force mat
tered, for unlike the recognition of Croatia, which occurred after Cyrus Vance
had negotiated a cessation of hostilities and consent for peacekeeping troops,
neither the United States alone nor the United Nations Security Council was
willing to deploy troops to protect Bosnian territorial integrity.
The war in Bosnia and Herzegovina thus erupted over the political future
of its three national communities, while ignoring the hundreds of thousands
of Bosnians who did not fit, or want to fit, into one of these three categories.
Would Bosnia become an independent state, multinational as had been Yugo
slavia but with an emerging Muslim majority in a region ofnew nation-states?
Would it be divided between Croatia and Serbia/Montenegro? Or would it
divide three ways to carve out a Muslim nation-state and separate areas for
Croats and Serbs that would likely join, respectively, Croatia and Serbia/
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Montenegro? Moreover, when the EU and the UN joined forces in August,
1992, to initiate a second peace conference for Yugoslavia and produced a peace
plan for Bosnia and Herzegovina the next January (1993) that attempted to
achieve this first, American-initiated, objective of an independent, multinational
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the problem once again was not the absence of force
to coerce the parties, but the defection from the united position of the major
power withJfte greatest leverage over the parties—in this case the United States
instead of permany. The reason for the refusal of the Clinton administration
to support the Vance/Owen Peace Plan was its tmwillingness to commit troops
to a fnultinational operation for its implementation. In his failed effort to
maintain the unity ofsupport from European countries for their plan that Cyrus
Vance and David Owen had worked so hard to win and to reverse the damag
ing position taken by the Clinton administration, Owen reports deciding to
“go for the jugular vein ofUS policy, namely their refusal to put troops on the
ground in Bosnia. I would simply urge the Clinton administration to do so in
every interview, with the implicit message that only then would they have the
right to veto or subvert the VOPP [Vance-Owen Peace Plan].”^'*

The Use of Troops as the Driving Criterion
V'

American policy toward Bosnia in the first year of the war developed directly
as a consequence of framing the question in terms of national interest, as de
fined by the willingness to commit ground troops—and then of answering in
the negative. Without ground troops, there is no compulsion to define a policy
and particularly for the president to articulate its purpose. With no prior White
House direction, policy becomes the product ofpressures on it from domestic
lobbies and resources (such as the mass media and public opinion) and from
other foreign interests that impinge. The recognition ofBosnia itself had been
largely in response to the domestic lobby of Croatian emigres who demanded
recognition for Croatia (just as the refusal to recognize Macedonia, which met
the EC arbitration commission conditions for recognition when Bosnia did
not, was a response to the Greek lobby). Even before the outbreak ofviolence,
the Bush administration was under pressure from moderate Islamic allies in
the Middle East, above all Turkey and secondly Saudi Arabia, to support the
Bosnian Muslims and also from the direct lobbying of Bosnian Muslim politi
cians, most notably foreign minister Haris Silajdzic (and later, UN represen
tative Mohamed Sacirbey). Relations with Middle Eastern allies, particularly
in the wake of the Persian Gulf operation and dual containment of Iraq, be
came and remained priorities for U.S. policy. At the same time, the pressure
from these allies and from leaders of the ruling Bosnian Muslim party, the Party
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of Democratic Action, for U.S. military intervention on their side, was not
sufficient to overcome the primary decision not to send troops.
Combined with the American public’s growing horror at television pictures
featuring the siege of Sarajevo and at journalists’ accoimts of concentration
camps, mass rape, and other atrocities committed by Bosnian Serbs, which
provoked congressional hearings on administration poHcy in August in the
midst of the presidential election campaign, this pressure did move the Bush
administration to aa. In the spring of 1992, it had already helped to mobilize
cjconomic sanctions on Serbia and Montenegro as an alternative to military
force; in June, it had voted in the UN Security Council to extend the mandate
ofUN peacekeeping troops in Croatia so as to provide humanitarian assistance
to Bosnian civilians when Europeans, who were also opposed to sending com
bat troops (the French, l^itish, and for other reasons, the Germans) but who
faced a growing refugee influx, sought to provide relief to civihans in Bosnia.
Now, in the autumn of 1992, the Bush administration agreed to sponsor UN
security coimcil resolutions that would permit troop-contributing countries
(not the United States) to “take all necessary measures” to protect the delivery
of this humanitarian relief to Bosnian civilians while negotiations occurred.
At the same time it began to explore, perhaps under pressure from candidate
Clinton’s campaign rhetoric, the option of lifting the arms embargo on the
Bosnian government and supporting it militarily from the air with selective
bombing against the Bosnian Serbs.
Not only did pohcy reflect decisions on the use of force but so did the fac
tional alignments on Bosnia policy. On the one hand were those who opposed
intervention because they saw no vital national interest in Bosnia or those who
believed that the war could only be stopped when its political causes were ad
dressed, making the question of force subordinate to political negotiations.
On the other hand were those who defined the conflict as Serbian aggression,
made possible by a military imbalance between Bosnian Serbs—assisted by the
former Yugoslav army—and Bosnian Muslims—unjustly hamstrung by the
arms embargo. They promoted “lift and strike” (lift the arms embargo and assist
Bosnian ground troops with aerial bombing) to change the mihtary balance in
favor of Muslim victims to defeat the Serbs. Although the first approach was
increasingly labelled the path of appeasement by the second camp, the appar
ent mihtarism of this second camp was also aimed at avoiding an American
troop deployment by giving the Bosnian Muslims the means to defend them
selves, aided in the early stages by NATO airpower. Thus, those whose views
were that the United States had no interests in Bosnia were, in fact, votes for
either camp and, indeed, as Cyrus Vance and David Owen discovered, this
group did shift to a “lift and strike”-poHcy when the success of diplomacy im124 I Susan L. Woodward

plied a commitment of ground troops to help implement a peace. The possi
bility, already slim, of any American debate about what the political objective
in Bosnia should be and what was appropriate policy also grew dimmer as these
positions converged.
The tension between these two positions and their advocates crystallized
not in Washington, however, but over the United Nations operation (the
United Nations Protection Forces, UNPROFOR), and thus in Sarajevo,
Zagreb, and New-York, and its rules on the use offorce. Although the Bush ad
ministration first explored the pohcy of “lift and strike,” its pohcies had sup
ported the actual deployirient of a humanitarian operation under United
Nations auspices and joint FU-UN diplomacy. What debates over the use of
force in the UN operation glaringly failed to respect (out of ignorance or poHtical tactics) was that there are very well-developed and clear rules governing
humanitarian operations and UN peacekeepers. These rules are essential to mo
bilizing necessary troops—that countries contributing troops are assured that
the risk of casualties will be acceptably low because the authorities in the tar
get area have given their consent to the deployment, including the signing of
official memorandums ofimderstanduig (MOUs) on their terms; because con
sent is given for passage of convoys; and because the rules of engagement
(ROE) on the use of force by these troops are appropriate to their mission—
in self-defense, proportionate, impartial, and transparent (pubhcly warned).
The rules are also essential to'the understanding of force—including military
doctrine in a general sense—that underhes peacekeeping practice: the purpose
of peacekeepers is to contain violence while diplomats do their job, and they
do so by interrupting incidents of force that could escalate and spiral out of
control. This dynamic offorce could as easily be generated by the actions of for
eign soldiers as by warring factions, if force were not used to dampen the spi
ral but instead inflamed it.
To the faction of lobbyists and government officials who viewed the war in
Bosnia as a case of external aggression, these rules on the use of force were
immoral, treating the parties as if they were morally equal and the aggressor
Serbs as only one of the warring parties in a civil war.^^ Moreover, the rules
appeared to prevent UN soldiers from doing anything to stop the violence,
atrocities, rape, camps, and, eventually, tjie war. There was an echo ofMadeleine
Albright’s question to Colin Powell in the growing public outrage over Bosnia—
what was the use of sending soldiers if they did not fight? Lost from view was
what the soldiers and their commanding officers felt they were doing and were
doing well—saving fives and laying the conditions for local cease-fires and a
diplomatic end to the war. Lost also was an appreciation of the difference be
tween peacekeeping and war making—that the role of the peacekeeping soldier
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includes accepting and sustaining humiliation, without response if response
would fuel further violence, whereas the American doctrine of overwhelming
force, in particular, was its antithesis. And lost was any recognition that peace
keeping had been chosen instead of war because Americans would not go.
Tom between the deep reluctance of the president and the Pentagon to send
troops to Bosnia and a moral view of the war as aggression and gross viola
tions of humanitarian law, including genocide against Muslims, the Clinton
administration increasingly favored “lift and strike” rhetorically, while seeking
a practical compromise through UN Security Council resolutions to oblige the
troops that were on the grovmd to fight Serb aggression and enforce interna
tional principles. But as resolutions moimted, the UNPROFORmandate bal
looned, and where it h^d originally defined a clear objective, it became
increasingly complex, miMdied, unimplementable, and contradictory. While
unfairly raising expectations that the “protection” in UNPROFOR’s title was
not for humanitarian aid workers, as its mandate defined, but for the civilian
population of Bosnia and for Bosnian Muslim political goals, the new tasks
were also unenforceable without the troops to do them. From an original de
ployment of one thousand, UNPROFORrose toward twenty-four thousand
in Bosnia (and about forty-three thousand in its three mission areas of Croatia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and a Macedonian preventive deployment not dis
cussed here). Yet the troops required for each new task—supervising and con
trolling heavy weapons, defending six safe areas, stopping ethnic cleansing,
opening “blue routes” for humanitarian convoys or forcing them through, and
so on—were always far above those that the Security Council was willing to
authorize, and that number, in, turn, was also far above those that countries
were v/illing (and even able) to contribute. In addition to the irreconcilable
contradictions between a peacekeeping mandate and its rules for using force,
on the one hand, and the enforcement and indirect war-fighting mandate of
the new tasks being assigned, imder the initiative of the United States and
nonaligned states, on the other, the military aspects ofthe operation were bound
to unravel vmder the increasing complexity of the mandate, its slippage away
from impartiality and growing risk to troops, and the growing size of the force
and number of troop-contributing countries to be Coordinated.
Yet the declining credibility of UNPROFOR, and the dire consequences
for UN peacekeeping in the long run of the propaganda campaign waged
(above all by the United States) against it, tended to be associated solely with
the use of force—the troops’ ROE, light weaponry, and alleged reluaance to
use force against the Serbs. Even many UNPROFOR commanders drew the
lesson that in the future they wanted heavy weaponry—tanks and artillery, in
addition to the close air support (air strikes that could be called in for self126 I Susan L, Woodward

defense of their troops) that Bosnia added to peacekeeping experience—even
though this violates peacekeeping doctrine and the conviction that if you have
a weapon, you will eventually use it.^® In fact, the lessons of UNPROFOR’s
failed credibility point instead to the issue of political direction. Without the
space to provide a full analysis of the use of force in UNPROFOR, four les
sons will illustrate.
First, while any use of military power must be tied to a clear political objec
tive if it is to succeed, the use of force in hvunanitarian and peacekeeping op
erations (UNPROFOR was not the latter but the rules of its mission were) is
preeminently political, not military. The exercise of force is a last resort, and
the psychological instruments wielded by military commanders are far more
robust than robust ROE and weapons alone. Although these are always mul
tinational operations, composed of national units, the value placed on low
casualties by national capitals leads them to insist on retaining national influ
ence (and in some cases final control) over their ground deployments and ac
tivities. Thus, the less unified the purpose, less clear the objective, or more risky
the task, the more the unity of command essential to mission effectiveness and
managing risks to soldiers’ lives tends to break down.
Second, the particular instruments of coercion available—in the Bosnian
case, the no-fly zone, enforcement of sanctions and embargoes, close air sup
port, and air strikes—can be applied to different policy objectives. At the same
time that the Clinton administration was calling for their use to pvuiish Serbs,
the peace negotiators were trying to use these same instruments (largely against
the Serbs but not solely) to get a settlement: first, to improve their bargaining
position with the parties, second, to obtain eventual military compliance with
the provisions of the peace plan without having to resort to combat, and third,
to persuade the reluctant party, the Bosnian Muslims, that they were better off
negotiating sincerely than waiting for the American army to arrive as combat
ants on their behalf The two uses were at cross purposes.
Third, the use of air power also has rules and conditions that must be re
spected.^* To hit identified targets, they must be available, not just imagined;
they must be visible, and not hidden under a hill, hospital, fog, or low cloud
cover; and they require forward air controllers on the groimd as spotters, thus
requiring certain skills from countries willing to risk casualties after they have
contributed soldiers under other terms. To engage in air strikes, as the “lift and
strike” policy entailed, is to risk the loss of impartiality and even greater casu
alties on the grotmd, somewhere in theater. The use of air power also intro
duced into the field a second military organization—NATO—whose criteria,
culture, doctrine, and political guidance were vastly different from the United
Nations and from peacekeeping operations.
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And fourth, many ofthese problems in the case ofUNPROFORoriginated
in American poHcy. Although President Chnton protected his primary goal of
not sending U.S. troops to Bosnia by altering the UNPROFORmandate, his
view of the use of air power and his administration’s growing shift in favor of
“lift and strike” (particularly its covert operation to ignore the arms embargo,
then its open refusal not to enforce the embargo or share further intelhgence
with the UN, and finally its pohcy to alter the strategic picture entirely with
Croatian troops and three military operations in Croatia and western Bosnia
in 1995^’) were UNPROFOR’s undoing. The lesson drawn by U.S. aUies who
did have troops in UNPROFOR is that one cannot lead without troops on
the groimd and, conversely: do not keep troops on the ground ifa power with
out troops on the groimd is defining policy. Unity of policy is even more im
portant than unity of commai^.^® As David Owen concludes, “if the US is to
assert leadership in the post-Cold War world they have to bear the mihtary
consequences of their political decisions.”^^

American Leadership
No negotiated peace setdement will succeed without an external implementa
tion force in its first years.Just as with the unity critical to successful diplo
matic negotiations discussed earher, therefore, that settlement must have as
large a base of external support as possible so that coimtries will contribute
troops and those who do will feel that their troops will not be undermined by
spoilers (among the parties to an agreement or external powers) once oh the
ground. The Pentagon plan for a force to implement the Vance-Owen Peace
Plan of January-May, 1993, called for fifty to seventy thousand troops, in con
trast to the fifteen thousand that Vance and Owen thought they could get and
resigned to work with. General Powell, according to David Owen, “was argu
ing seriously for going in with even larger forces initially to get the situation
under control, with a view to winding down after six months.”^^ Laying out
conditions for the use ofAmerican force in the spring of1993, Secretary of State
Warren Christopher identified four tests to operationalize his prior insistence
that they not be erlgaged in “imposing” a settlement.^ In fact, the European
insistence that the United States be involved m implementing the Vance-Owen
Peace Plan was what killed it, for above the caution of a new administration,
days old, a president who had not begun to overcome mihtary distrust of his
lack of mihtary service and his running start with a pohcy on homosexuahty
and the military, and a foreign pohcy team who thought a better plan could be
written for the Bosnian Muslims, the bottom line was that the United States
was not ready to send troops. Even Pentagon objections to a pohcy of lifting
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the arms embargo and using air strikes, on grounds that it would not work
and would eventuahy require troops, began to soften when faced with the al
ternative of sending American soldiers.
As late as August, 1995, U.S. pohcy toward Bosnia was to avoid at ah costs
sending troops. What happened to change this pohcy by November? To ex
plain this paradox, that a pohcy that defined national interest in these terms
led to the opposite, is to confront (if not to answer) the fundamental issue of
the president and the use of force in the post-Cold War period.
Just as the fighting in Bosnia foUowed a seasonal cycle—a season for fight
ing and a season for talking—so,the pohcy of the major powers foUowed an
electoral cycle. The slow shift in American pohcy beginning in 1993 was the
result of the election campaign rhetoric in 1992, and a new presidential cam
paign was looming in 1996. That shift in American pohcy, moreover, had led
the diplomatic negotiations and the UN operation into crisis. The
instrumentalization of air power had turned this crisis into a growing crisis
between NATO and the UN, and between the United States and its NATO
alhes who had troops on the groimd in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Britain and
France (also under new leadership as a result of elections) reacted to the result
ing stalemate and increasing risk with growing impatience. They determined
by 1995 to retake the initiative and force a choice. Although more analysis needs
to be done on why President Chnton first made a commitment to NATO al
hes to assist in the withdrawal of UNPROFOR, he faced a looming crisis of
his own making with Congress over the deployment of troops. Would that
commitment to NATO require him to send American soldiers into conditions
where casualties were likely, risking not only soldiers’ hves and Pentagon ob
jections but also Congressional defiance, or could it be kept by taking the lead
in finding a pohtical settlement under which American soldiers could enter
Bosnia under conditions of consent and a cease-fire so that the risk of casual
ties was minimized?
The NATO-led and American-commanded Implementation Force (IFOR)
that replaced UNPROFOR after the Dayton accords were signed was assigned
robust rules of engagement and heavy weaponry to avoid the lessons drawn
from UNPROFOR Somewhat in contradiction to those lessons, American
officials also insisted on priority to force protection. The size of IFOR at just
under sixty thousand; their mandate to implement the mihtary Annex lA of
the Dayton peace framework over six months; and their exit strategy of twelve
months to win congressional support rephcated the Pentagon plan for imple
menting the Vance-Owen Peace Plan in 1993. The issues surrounding the use
of force in UNPROFOR also faced IFOR (and its successor, the Stabilization
Force [SFOR]): impartiahty, consent, cooperation ofthe parties with an agreeUpslde-Down Policy I
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merit the United States would not impose, an unclear political objective for
the troops, and unity of purpose and alliance cohesion.
With American troops in Bosnia, the Congressional division between those
who favored the “lift and strike” option and those-who supported a diplomatic
solution transferred to Bosnia, in a conflict between an American “train and
equip” program for a Bosnian federation army (to create a “military balance”
as the road to peace and a reunified Bosnia), which the Dayton negotiators
promised Congressional critics to win support for the troop deployment, on
the one hand, and the European preference for arms control, impartiahty, and
political reconciliation, on the other. Congressional opposition to the troop
deployment, or its prolongation, remains, however, over questions ofnational
interest and whether the United States should be involved in Bosnia at all. As
the twelve-month time limit on the deployment of troops, which the presi
dent proposed to gain congressional support, ran up against delays (and in some
cases even stalemate) in the Dayton peace process during 1997, the State de
partment began to chafe at the reluctance of the Pentagon and NATO troops
to use force to impose some elements of the peace setdement. American policy
once again had to face the question of objectives. Was it in Bosnia for contain
ment, to prevent the resumption of violence; to help restore a multiethnic
Bosnia and a modicum of justice for Bosnian Muslim victims; or to estabhsh
stability in the Balkan region and restore the credibility ofNATO as the Clinton
administration sought to fulfill the Bush administration objective of ensuring
that NATO remains the core of European security? The uncanny repetition of
previous policy toward the next conflict of the Yugoslav succession, that over
the Serbian province of Kosovo, made it clear that none of the issues on the
use of force had been resolved.

Conclusion
The theme of this discussion is that if questions of US. national interest and
its use offorce abroad begin with the means—defining national interest in terms
of the me offorce—xathcr than the ends for which that force is used, the ques
tion about the use of military force can never be answered. Worse, if interven
tion is defined in terms of military force, in the post-Cold War era the United
States will be pressured eventually to intervene far more often than might be
prudent because of the particular assets it alone has and the military superior
ity on which its superpower status rests. Waiting for the United States to de
cide, moreover, builds in a response delay during which the conflict itself is
likely to move more intractably onto a path of violence and logic of war. And
if the United States refuses to use soldiers, there are direct and serious conse
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quences for other states’ willingness or even ability to use force. When it does
agree to use military force, whether air power or ground troops, that use can
not occur unilaterally in the post-Cold War era. American primacy places a far
greater burden on aUiance-btiilding and -maintaining and the necessary con
straints that implies. All these lessons, written in September, 1997, were fully
demonstrated one and a half years later over Kosovo.
Ethnonationalist conflicts are particularly susceptible to this problem be
cause they do not, by their very definition as ethnic or nationalist conflicts,
contain an intrinsic or obvious strategic significance to the United States. Sec
ondly, the intractability mentioned above is even more likely because they rarely
even come to thfe attention of policy makers until they are violent and threaten
others (borders, neighbors, refugees, international norms). This violence is not
a characteristic of ethnonationalist conflict but of the conditions in which such
conflict emerges—the decline in state capacity and its legitimate control over
means of force in the society leading to contest over and disintegration of the
security apparatus (army, police, courts, executive power), and secondly, eco
nomic collapse in societies where access to jobs and welfare were in part linked
to membership in an ethnic group or where regional inequality has ethnic el
ements.
In fact, ethnonationalist conflicts have a dynamic that is amenable to differ
ent approaches depending on the stage at which one intervenes. Where this
contest becomes nationalist—legitimating a separate state on the basis of na
tional rights (to the potential exclusion of all others in that territory)—it is
charaaerized by security dilemmas and spiraling behavior. But this makes it
least amenable to the theories of deterrence that US. policy makers favor when
they view a conflict in military terms. In Bosnia, for example, the enemy be
came the proliferation of arms—paramilitary gangs, arms merchants hawking
fear, the local stocks of the country’s territorial defense system, arms industries
located in Bosnia, separate armies for each political party and locahty, the fed
eral army as one ofmany contestants—but in place ofdemilitarization, the US.
policy was to infuse more arms to create an illusory military balance and deter
the Bosnian Serbs. Taking sides in a substate ethnic conflict that has become
nationalist, when one is not willing to defend the state-in-the-making of that
chosen side, reinforces this spiraling and may be a recipe for long-term mili
tary involvement.
The lesson of Bosnia is one of caution: there is insufficient evidence for ei
ther ofthe lessons currendy being drawn from the case. As UNPROFOR com
manders liked to suggest, only when the United States has its own soldiers on
the ground will it be able to draw proper lessons. The lesson ofAmerican policy
toward other cases of state collapse, such as elements of the former Soviet
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Union—the Baltics, the foxor nuclear successor states, and the retreat of the
Soviet army and protection of minority rights from the western parts—is that
there are alternatives to the use of mihtary force in conflicts that are very simi
lar. The difference, tellingly, was the greater level ofU.S. interest. The lesson of
Dayton implementation, as with UNPROFOR, is that military force is an in
strument of pohcy—only one of many instruments—and cannot be separated
from it. Taken alone, it can separate combatants, threaten pimishment, and at
best build confidence among military officers. To overcome the violence and
security dilemmas of nationalist conflict, it must be integrated with other in
struments—diplomatic, economic, psychological—that reward cooperation,
facihtate reconcihation, and build stable states.

Notes

Y

1. Cited by Colin PoweU in his autobiography, written with Joseph E. Persico, My
American Journey (New York: Random House, 1995), p. 576, he then adds, “I
thought I would have an aneurysm. American GIs were not toy soldiers to be
moved around on some sort of global game board.”
2. Richard Holbrooke’s memoir of his role in negotiating an end to the war in
Bosnia and Herzegovina is written largely to implant this view. See To End a
War (New York: Random House, 1998).
3. For decision makers like Colin Powell, in fact, the fear pfBeirut was more imme
diate, but the “quagmire” of Viemam remains a live apprehension and can still
be heard even from junior officers who have actually been stationed at some time
in Bosnia after 1992.
4. This was more a political than a military judgment, and see EHot A. Cohen,
“The Mystique of US Air Eowcr” Foreign Affairs 73, no. i (Jan.-Feb., 1994).
5. For an example ofthe burgeoning literature analyzing the use offorce in Bosnia,
which draws these lessons, see Chantal de Jonge Oudraat, “The Use of Military
Force in Bosnia,” typescript, September, 1996, draft chapter from a forthcoming
book.
6. This is not factually true, although most accounts wrongly assert that it is, be
cause the Bosnian Serbs had already agreed (in the ptesence of U.S. negotiators,
and publicly announced) to be represented by Slobodan MiloSevid and to accept
the outlines of the American plan five days before the air campaign. Operation
Deliberate Force, began.
7. October 22, on the CNN program, “Crossfire.”
8. Cited in Warren Zimmermann, Ori^it^s ofa Catastrophe: Tuposlavia and Its De
stroyers—America’s Last Ambassador Tells What Happened and Why (New York:
Times Books, 1996), p. 62, who calls this extraordinary statement, perhaps
sufficient to explain everything that followed, “imexceptionable,” although he
also admits that it “set off shock waves in Slovenia.” They knew they could go,
that “the United States and NATO would not use force to keep Yugoslavia to
gether.”
9. This was a strictly military assessment within the Ministry of Defense, which
they maintained privately and publicly under bitter public criticism. According
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to David Owen, this view was also shared at the Foreign Office by Foreign Sec
retary Douglas Hurd: “His attitude to the use of force was inextricably linked to
whether the US would participate with troops on the ground” {Balkan Odyssey
[Londop: Victor GoUancz, 1995], p. 103).
10. David Gompert, special assistant to President Bush for national security affairs
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